Colorado PROFILES

How To Login
About Colorado PROFILES Login

Login is not required to search or view any individual Profile. However, editing your Profile will require Login by you (or your proxy) to the Colorado PROFILES system.

Users with a UC Denver email (ucdenver.edu) or UC Boulder email (colorado.edu) can login to edit their profile.

Affiliate users with Person of Interest (POI) access can also login to edit their profile. Affiliates who do not know their POI access information may contact the issuing department for assistance.
The link to Login or Logout in Colorado PROFILES is located in the left panel under the Menu header.
Login with your UC Denver or UC Boulder email address and password.

Important Reminders

Users with a UC Denver email (ucdenver.edu) or UC Boulder email (colorado.edu) can login to edit their profile. Affiliate members with Person of Interest (POI) access can also login to edit their profile. UC affiliate members who do not know their POI access information may contact the academic department or division that issued their POI for assistance.

Changes made by users or their proxies are updated within 72 hours. Directory changes made by your HR administrator in People Soft are updated bi-monthly. Please see Tutorial "An Introduction" for more information.
Once you are logged in, new editing and view options will appear in the **left** panel.

See the tutorial “Edit Your Colorado PROFILE” for additional information.
Additional questions?
Email: profiles@ucdenver.edu

Go to Colorado PROFILES